
Lough Rynn Sapphire
Price: £1,995.00   (SOLD)
Sire: Dewgates D'Artagnan
Dam: Butlers Farm Black Magic
Type: Female
Breed Type: Huacaya
Colour: Black (Solid Colour)
Registered With: BAS: UKBAS38594
Blood Lineage: Peruvian, Chilean
Date of Birth: 25th August 2020

Lough Rynn Sapphire

Black (Solid Colour) - Huacaya

Dewgates D'Artagnan

(Black (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

Butlers Farm Black Magic

(Black (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

Zarza Marley-Rizardo 2nd [Black]

Dusty of Bozedown (Imp) [Light Fawn]

Canchones Referendum ET of Livanti (Imp) [Black]

Butlers Farm Dilly [Solid Dark Brown]

Zarza Rizardo [Black]

Mile End Hadham Mirlo [Solid Black]

Peruvian Male

Peruvian Female

Bozedown Gironimo [Rose Grey]

Bozedown Saffron [Solid White]

Canchones Criadero

Provacateur(Aust.)[Solid Black]

Canchones Kenzoki (Aust.) [Solid Black]

Description: 

Sapphire is a stunning, solid blue black female who has now reached over 35kg at 5 months old and will be weaned and
able to move to a new home at the end of February/beginning of March. 

Sapphire has inherited her sire's excellent conformation with strong, stocky bone structure and true-to-type head shape.
Like her full brother, who is a year older and can be viewed too, she is on track to be growing into a big-framed animal
and is already taller than our older cria despite her late birth.

While we have no fleece stats yet for Sapphire, her fleece shows the characteristic bundling of density always passed
on by her sire (also on farm), has a very soft handle and fantastic brightness and crimp. 

Sapphire will be halter trained once weaned and should make a great walking partner and, when old enough, breeding
female. 

She incorporates black Rizardo and Canchones bloodlines on both sides as well as having the influential grey The Chief
of Bozedown in her maternal line.

Sapphire can be sold in a package with Lough Rynn Clover, a 2019-born black female who she is growing up with. Both



girls are only to be sold to a preexisting herd or into a newly-formed herd of at least 3 girls (including them).
After-sales health support available and delivery also possible (included locally).  

For any queries, please feel free to contact me.

Sapphire at 2 months old

Alpaca Photo 2

Full Brother at 1 year old


